
Lily and the Prisoner of Magic, Holly Webb, Hachette Children's Books, 2012, 1408316420,
9781408316429, 224 pages. Lily and Georgie's father has been imprisoned for being a magician -
and they must rescue him. Yet the hidden jail is protected by dark spells, and the girls' own magic
isn't strong enough to break through. Searching for someone to help, Lily and Georgie voyage far
from home, and find a powerful magician named Rose. But in a world of secrets, is she all that she
seems? . 
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Sea Quest: 5: Shredder the Spider Droid , Adam Blade, Sep 5, 2013, Juvenile Fiction, 128 pages.
When Max meets the mysterious Sea Ghosts, they ask for his help. An evil genius is threatening to
wreck their city! Max ventures beneath the seabed, where he must battle ....

Olivia's Winter Wonderland. Lyn Gardner , Lyn Gardner, Dec 1, 2012, , 256 pages. It's Winter at the
Swan Academy, and that means panto! While Olivia practises being the back end of a horse,
everyone else is auditioning for a major movie. Soon the school is ....

The Audacious Mendacity of Lily Green , Shelley Weiner, Oct 18, 2012, Fiction, 261 pages. On her
thirty-fourth birthday Lily Green tells her mother a lie. It is her first one ever and it's life-changing. 'I'm
engaged to be married, ' she blurts out, and discovers ....

Beast Quest: 9: Soltra the Stone Charmer , Adam Blade, Jun 7, 2012, Juvenile Fiction, 128 pages.
Tom's quest to collect the golden armour takes him to his home village, which is being terrorised by
Soltra the Stone Charmer. Can he defeat the fearsome Beast and free the ....

Rainbow Magic: The Rainbow Fairies: 2: Amber the Orange Fairy , Daisy Meadows, Feb 3, 2011,
Juvenile Fiction, 80 pages. When Rachel and Kirsty meet on the ferry to Rainspell Island one
summer holiday, they have no idea that such incredible adventures with the fairies await them! in
this second ....

Rainbow Magic: The Fashion Fairies: 123: Alexa the Fashion Reporter Fairy , Daisy Meadows, Oct
4, 2012, Juvenile Fiction, 80 pages. Kirsty and Rachel are excited to be entering a charity fashion
show where children get to show off their own designs. Unfortunately, Jack Frost thinks everyone in
the world ....

Lily and the Shining Dragons , Holly Webb, Apr 5, 2012, Juvenile Fiction, 256 pages. Magic flies
tonight...Lily and her sister, Georgie, are on the run. But in a world where magic is forbidden, two
young magicians can't hide forever. Betrayed by someone they ....

Lily and the Traitors` Spell , Holly Webb, Aug 1, 2013, Juvenile Fiction, 224 pages. Having rescued
their father from a terrible prison, Lily and Georgie now find themselves in greater trouble than ever.
Their evil mother has filled Georgie with wicked spells ....
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Stars in Her Eyes , Elizabeth Bernard, Dec 12, 1987, Performing Arts, 160 pages. When the ballet
students are told they may get a chance to perform with Ballet Canada, Leah is thrilled at the idea of
dancing with prima ballerina Lynne Vreeland, but her ....

Secret Seven: 3: Well Done, Secret Seven , Enid Blyton, Jul 25, 2013, Juvenile Fiction, 144 pages.
The Secret Seven are Peter and his sister Janet, Jack, Colin, George, Pam and Barbara. They meet
every holiday in the shed at the bottom of Peter and Janet's garden - and solve ....

Holly was born and grew up in south-east London, but spent a lot of time on the Suffolk coast. As a
child, she had two dogs, a cat, and at one point, nine gerbils (an accident!). At about ten, Holly fell in
love with stories from Ancient Greek myths, which led to studying Latin and Greek, and eventually to
reading Classics at university. She worked for five years as a children's fiction editor, before
deciding that writing was more fun, and easier to do from a sofa. Now living in Reading with her
husband, three young sons and one cat, Holly runs a Girl Guide group. The Rose and Lily books
stem from a childhood love of historical novels, and the wish that animals really could talk.

Lily and Georgie's father has been imprisoned for being a magician, and they must rescue him, yet
the hidden jail is protected by dark spells, and the girls' own magic isn't strong enough to break
through. Searching for someone to help, Lily and Georgie voyage far from home, and find a
powerful magician named Rose. But in a world of secrets, is she all that she seems?
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In a world where magic is outlawed, Lily runs wild and neglected. Once rich and powerful magicians,
now Lily's family hide away in their crumbling house, while her older sister, Georgie, is trained
secretly in magic.But when Lily discovers her parents' dark plan to use Georgie in a terrible plot to
restore the country to its magical glory, she knows she must rescue her sister - and flee...

Lily and her sister, Georgie, are on the run. But in a world where magic is forbidden, two young
magicians can't hide forever. Betrayed by someone they thought they could trust, Lily and Georgie
find themselves trapped in a school where magical children are hidden away. But magic will always
find a way - and in the darkness, the shining dragons are stirring...

Having rescued their father from a terrible prison, Lily and Georgie now find themselves in greater
trouble than ever. Their evil mother has filled Georgie with wicked spells and means to use her as
an unwilling weapon to execute a deadly plot against the Royal Family. Lily must join forces with her
father and friends to overcome evil. But faced with such powerful dark magicians, can they really
hope to succeed?The conclusion to the richly magical Lily sequence.

CHERUB is a series of young adult spy novels, written by the English author Robert Muchamore,
focusing around a division of the British Security Service named CHERUB, which employs minors,
predominantly orphans, as intelligence officers.[1] As revealed in the Henderson's Boys novel Eagle
Day, CHERUB stands for Charles Henderson's Espionage Research Unit B.

Initially, the series follows James Choke, better known as James Adams (his adopted name at
CHERUB), as he enters CHERUB and performs various missions. However, the focus later turns to
his sister Lauren and several other characters who get vital roles in the novels. The initial series of
twelve novels runs from the recruitment of Adams to his retirement from CHERUB at age seventeen.

After the success of the series in the United Kingdom, the novels have been released in the United
States, New Zealand, and Australia, and translated into several languages including French,
Danish, Spanish, Russian, Czech and Portuguese. A film adaptation was also commissioned. Man
vs Beast was the last novel to be published in the USA.[2]



CHERUB is the name of the fictional organization in the series. After years of speculation,
Muchamore said in the Henderson's Boys novel Eagle Day that CHERUB stood for Charles
Henderson Espionage Research Unit B; this was later confirmed in Secret Army by Eileen McAfferty
in a telegram. CHERUB is a division of MI5. It was formed during World War II by Charles
Henderson; a British spy who had used children during an operation in France. However, the official
administrator of CHERUB was Eileen McAfferty. CHERUB began with a small number of boys which
swelled in size as the government realised its worth. After several years of operation it took in a trial
group of girls, which proved successful. Thus, girls became a part of CHERUB. Since then the
CHERUB campus has grown a significant amount, improving many of its facilities. The dojo was
built on behalf of a successful operation that took place in Japan and the new mission preparation
building was built by the chairman of the first 6 novels, Dr. McAfferty, better known as Mac. The
present chairwoman is Zara Asker.

James Adams is put through a rigorous training course that lasts for 100 days, called "Basic
Training." He is sent to Malaysia with his training partner and friend Kerry Chang as part of the
training. After completing Basic Training, James goes on a mission with Amy Collins where they
must infiltrate a commune called Fort Harmony. James has to stop two teenagers, Fire and World,
and a redneck environmentalist Brian "Bungle" Evans from killing thousands of people in an anthrax
attack. While investigating Fire and World's workshop, James is suspected of contracting the
anthrax disease but is later (after a lot of very toxic and vomit inducing drugs) pronounced to have a
vaccine strain of the disease and so is fine. Also in a nearby town, Adams has his first girlfriend
called Joanna, but they later split up as James has to go back to CHERUB Campus. After the
mission James is awarded his navy T-shirt and he is especially proud about it, and shows off to his
friends who don't believe that he actually earned it.[3]

At campus, Kerry, Nicole, Kyle, and James are sent on a mission to infiltrate a drug gang called
KMG, led by Keith Moore. On the mission, James has to work to befriend Keith's youngest son,
Junior. He and Kerry get involved in a drug dealing delivery that ends with them stealing a car and
burning it. This nearly unveils their CHERUB training but luckily they find their way out of it. The four
agents are exposed to drugs and on the mission Nicole snorts a large amount of cocaine. She gets
expelled because agents are not allowed to take drugs, especially Class A drugs.

However, James is saved from the recruitment mission when he is offered a position in an upcoming
mission. James is joined on the mission by Dave Moss. Moss is one of James's role models since
James and the rest of CHERUB campus believe that Dave once made a girl pregnant. He is also
joined by his sister Lauren Adams, on her first mission. The mission is about Jane Oxford,
international arms dealer, who has been untraceable for as long as she's been on the CIA's most
wanted list. But then they come across a breakthrough. Jane's 14 year old son Curtis Oxford has
been jailed for murder.

He's being held at Arizona Maximum Security Prison. They ask a favour from CHERUB, an
organization with one essential advantage: even experienced criminals don't expect kids are spying
on them. However, after a prison fight Dave is injured and taken to hospital leaving only James to
break out Curtis. James becomes friends with Curtis and they break out of the prison after injuring
some planted guards. Met by Lauren, they travel hundreds of kilometres until they reach Los
Angeles.

However, Jane Oxford betrays them and orders some of her men to murder James and Lauren.
With James having snuck out early, one of the murderers tries to suffocate Lauren with a pillow. In
response, she stabs him in the throat and knocks him unconscious. James, with an FBI team, follow
the other killer and Curtis, who is being taken to Jane. They see Jane and arrest her and James and
Lauren return to England.

After coming back from a mission with Shakeel, James is dumped by his girlfriend, Kerry Chang. As
he leaves Kerry's room, he sees a red-shirt CHERUB called Andy Lagan and takes his temper out
on him, beating him up. For this, James finds his friends ignoring him, and is punished with no



holiday, suspension from missions, cleaning the mission preparation rooms every night for three
months, and having anger management sessions with a counselor.

Zara feels sorry for James, so she gets him a low-risk mission to get him out of the punishment and
so he can spend some time away from his friends blanking him. For a second time, James is
working with Dave, a 17 year old black shirt. They are being sent to investigate Leon Tarasov who
runs a garage. When they get to their flat in south London, Dave gets a job at the suspect's garage,
and James gets a girlfriend called Hannah. During his first night in the area, James gets into an
altercation with two goons and is arrested for it. As he is being placed in the police car, police officer
Michael Patel assaults him. Hannah tells James how her cousin, Will, fell off the top of the building
more than a year earlier. As James has no computer that she knows of, she gives him Will's old
one.

Back home, James finds that Will had a CD with information about a robbery at a casino almost a
year earlier. The theft totaled Â£90,000 but is too small for what they are looking for. Dave later
realises that if the casino had an illegal floor with more gambling equipment that was also robbed,
then there would be enough money to be what they are looking for. To help find more evidence to
capture Michael Patel, Kerry and Lauren join the team. A few days later, Hannah reveals that after
Will's death, Patel had deliberately run over to the body and touched it, supposedly to see if he was
still alive. James and Dave figure out that that policeman had killed Will.

They tell their mission controller, John Jones, who gets a special section of the police to investigate.
They do, and find out that Alan Falco, the retired evidence keeper, had destroyed the statements of
the witnesses which contained evidence which could have Michael Patel arrested. In return for
immunity from prosecution Falco returns the statements and Michael Patel and Leon Tarasov are
arrested for murder of Will Clarke and for robbery of the Golden Sun Casino. James and Dave
return to campus and James reconciles himself to his friends, including Kerry.[6]

James and Lauren Adams and Dana Smith are sent on a mission to Australia, posing as the
children of an ASIS agent. They have been sent to determine whether a cult, The Survivors, is
associated with Help Earth, and as such are sent to a "recruitment hotbed" area. The "family" starts
going to cult meetings, and are eventually accepted into the commune. Lauren and James are
accepted into an elite cult school in the Ark, the cult's headquarters. There, James befriends
Rathbone "Rat" Regan, son of the cult's founder. After a while, Lauren develops a crush on Rat, and
he uses his influence with one of his father's many wives to get her and James jobs in the offices,
rather than in the stifling warehouse or laundry rooms.

Dana, meanwhile, extremely depressed about her unspectacular role in the mission, is summoned
to the head of the commune's office. There, she and another cult member are told that they are to
participate in a Help Earth mission to blow up an oil tanker. Her attempts to warn the mission
controllers fail, and she ends up having to stop the attack herself.

However, ASIS now knows of the links between Help Earth and the Survivors. Having been waiting
for an excuse to attack the Ark, elite troops are sent in to destroy it, despite the CHERUB agents'
warnings that the cult is well-prepared for such an event. A helicopter is shot down and dozens of
troops are killed in the first attack. In the lull that follows, James, Rat and Lauren attempt an escape.
However, they are captured and locked in a room full of toddlers by a sadistic overseer.

When they manage to overpower her, Lauren points out that they need to take the kids with them or
risk them dying. James reluctantly agrees, and they drag the half-asleep toddlers with them. Rat
says that the most likely way out is through the sewage system, so they go there. James is making
his way through the tank when an engineer appears. A brief moment of panic is proved unfounded
as Rat persuades the man that he is on a divine mission. The man then offers to help them.

The now nine-strong group get out, but later hear that in another ASIS attack, several dozen
children were killed when a wall collapsed on them. Rat is reported dead, but is revealed to be alive
and going out with Lauren, who receives a black shirt. Dana is given her navy shirt, while all James



gets is a stomach bug caught in the sewage system. Rat is recruited as a CHERUB agent and the
four return to campus.[7]

The book then skips to Kerry being annoyed by her boyfriend, James. James goes into his room
and he is met by his sister Lauren. She asks him to help her and her best friend Bethany to sneak
into the basic training compound to give Bethany's brother, Jake, and Lauren's crush, Rat, some
food. James refuses but Lauren blackmails him by threatening to tell Kerry about him cheating on
her during a mission a year before.

Lauren is stuck with the ex-con while he meets up with his old animal rights protest group. They get
invited to rescuing dozens of dogs from the compound which were supposed to be sold onto the
testing company. All goes well in the rescue, but the rescuers were overwhelmed because many
more dogs were rescued than they thought. This chapter ends with Lauren saving a puppy from
getting run over by Zara's car. They end up keeping the dog in the chairwoman's house. Lauren
always visits the puppy, who was called Meatball (due to Lauren being a vegetarian).
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